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Naked came I out of my mother's womb,  

and naked shall I return thither... 

(The Book of Job 1:21) 

 

The real truth is that there never is  

any such thing as one truth … 

(Harold Pinter, 2005 Nobel Lecture) 
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Synopsis 

 

Abstract Nude is a modern, comic morality play, in that characters with allegorical qualities 

battle over the actions and intentions of an Everyman, Rory Kinsella, as he works through the 

consequences of finding a controversial painting. 

Rory and his wife Nerida have recently moved into a new house with an attic. Rory, who has 

a phobia about attics, has summoned up the courage required to explore theirs. In doing so, 

he has discovered an unsigned, undated, abstract nude. 

This discovery sets off a chain of responses. Nerida, fearful of the shame inherent in owning 

such a painting in modern Australia, insists that Rory destroy it. His best mate Cracker argues 

that the painting is not art but pornography. Councillor MacGyver, a darkly vengeful spirit, 

sees the painting in the light of her responsibility to ‘clear the filth’ from a corrupt, indecent 

world. Doug Petersen, who owns an art gallery, cannot show the nude because of ‘climate’ 

issues and a Government-led crackdown on art which may or may not be art. Rory’s mother 

Marjorie is fearful that her son’s insistence that the painting is art indicates a new-found 

homosexuality in him. And his parish priest, Paul, returns from the ‘other sphere’ to invite 

Rory to use the painting as the catalyst for a much-needed Christian crusade. 

The only way to make sense of all this, for Rory, is to find out more about the actual work. 

He is visited by Kevin, father of the young man who created the work, and then ultimately by 

Sally, the subject of the painting. Discussions with these characters, and the establishment of 

the painting’s back-story, gives Rory a clearer perspective on what he must do with the 

abstract nude. 

Abstract Nude explores conjectures to do with moral and artistic censorship, the increasing 

hand of conservatism that grips Australia and matters of individual, group and corporate 

perception. Rory’s real discovery is not so much the painting but how, in this ‘curiously 

patterned world … people see what they want to see, or what they think they should see, but 

the truth – what’s really there – remains elusive and, in the minds of many, unimportant.’  
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CHARACTERS 

 

RORY 

NERIDA / SALLY 

CRACKER 

MCGYVER 

PETERSEN 

ZARA 

MARJORIE  

PAUL  

KEVIN  

CHORUS 
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1: THE PAINTING 

 

Lights up to a draped painting on an easel, several entrances and a lime-coloured 

wall. We can see the legs of the easel, the cloth which covers it but little else because  

the painting is turned away. As the lights rise RORY is revealed; a dusty and vaguely  

dishevelled middle-aged man whose usual air of bemused control has given way to  

uncertainty. 

RORY:  I found a painting.  

Beat. 

RORY: That’s it, over there. A painting. 

Beat. 

RORY: I found it in the attic of our new home. A painting. A – an abstract nude. 

Beat. 

RORY: The thing is – I didn’t even know that we had an attic. The property guide 

didn’t say anything about an attic. I would definitely have reconsidered buying 

the house, had I known about the attic. I thought it was a big roof. Deep, high, 

ventilation and insulation. Nice pitch. Aesthetically pleasing. That’s what the 

property guide said. And the real estate agent. He was persuasive! (Mimicking) 

‘Aesthetically pleasing.’ But nothing about an attic.  

Beat. 

RORY: When I was a kid, I used to visit my grandma. She had an attic. I was a kid; 

naturally enough, I wanted to go up there. Naturally enough, the old goat 

wouldn’t let me. (Mimicking) ‘No, Rory. N-O.’ ‘Why not, Grandma? Why 

won’t you let me into the attic?’ 

Beat.  

RORY (as Grandma): ‘Bad things live in attics. Bad things. Evil in the attic.’ Now we’ve got 

an attic. Up there, bad things. We’ve been in this house three weeks, me in a 

state of panic cause there’s an attic over our heads until finally Nerida says: 

‘Stop this! Stop! Go up there, check it out and deal with your phobia.’ Phobia? 

Can you believe that? Phobia! I’m atticaphobic. So I say: ‘Okay, okay. You’re 

right. You’re always right.’ And I go up there, trembling … I mean, I’m 

shaking all over. There’s a light – thank God there’s a light! – cobwebs, a few 

dead moths and – and this. A painting. Abstract nude. 

Enter NERIDA, brisk, inclined to worry. Immediately she sees the painting. 
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NERIDA: Rory! 

RORY: Nerida. 

NERIDA: Is that it? 

RORY: Well, yes. It’s not like we have two of them – 

NERIDA: It’s still here! 

RORY: I know, I – 

NERIDA: Why is it still here? You said that you were going to get rid of it? You said – 

RORY: I didn’t actually say I’d get rid of it. I said, maybe we should get rid of it. My 

statement was by way of general consideration, one of a range of options – 

NERIDA: Rory, we agreed! Didn’t we? We agreed, it has to go! 

RORY: Nerida – 

NERIDA: This is so typical. So, so typical. Why do you always do this? Why do you 

wait? (Mocking) General consideration, range of options – Rory, there is no 

choice! None! If anyone finds out that we’re harbouring that painting – 

RORY: Harbouring? It’s not an escaped prisoner – 

NERIDA: No, it’s worse! Rory, that painting, it’s – it’s – 

RORY: A painting. A lovely, simple piece of – art. 

NERIDA:  That is not art!  

RORY:  Yes it is.  

NERIDA:  No it is not!  

RORY: Nerida – 

NERIDA: That is not art! It’s – it’s – pornography.  

RORY: Pornography? 

NERIDA: Yes, pornography! So it has to go. Has to! Night-time, cover of darkness – 

bam! Gone! 

RORY: No, not pornography. This is art, of course it is. 

NERIDA:  Rory, look at her!  

RORY: I have. I am. 

NERIDA: Those colours, that position – not to mention the leering expression on her 

face, that dreadful, self-satisfied smirk – it’s pornography! 

RORY: I don’t see how the expression on her face can turn this piece of art into 

pornography. To me she just looks – happy. 

NERIDA: Exactly! Of course she’s happy! That’s the problem! 

RORY: How can her being happy be interpreted – 
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NERIDA: Oh my God! Oh my God! 

RORY: What? 

NERIDA (pointing): Fluids! 

RORY: What? 

NERIDA: Fluids! She’s leaking! Look, they’re pouring from her – 

RORY:  I can’t see any fluids – 

NERIDA: Rory, for God’s sake! It’s pornography and it’s wet, it’s leaking! Get rid of it! 

RORY: Nerida, it’s beautiful and (touching it) it’s dry. You just need to view it in a 

more detached manner. 

NERIDA: Detached? Detached, he says. When she’s staring at me, taunting – she thinks 

she’s better than me. That’s it! She’s more free, more flexible, more fluid –   

RORY: Don’t be so involved. It’s just a painting –  

NERIDA (to the painting): You slut! 

RORY: Nerida! 

NERIDA:  Rory, you cannot do this. Paintings like that, any image like that, still, moving, 

bright, dull; you can’t just – harbour them.  

RORY:  Why not? 

NERIDA: Because that’s the way things are! 

RORY: And that’s not the way they should be! 

NERIDA:  It’s the climate. Social, political, cultural, the religious climate – that one 

especially. God, religion! What would the archbishop say? What about the 

priests? 

RORY: The priests wouldn’t care. She’s a female, not some buffed-up choir-boy – 

NERIDA: The shame of possession, even though we didn’t know!  

RORY: It’s beautiful work of art! 

NERIDA: It’s the total climate, the whole shebang. We can’t separate these things. They 

all work together. Priests, money, people, art. You know what they’d say. A 

painting like that – social fabric, gone! Family values – gone! Respect, 

decency, standards – gone, gone, gone!  

RORY: Would you like a coffee? I’ll make us some coffee. 

Beat. 

NERIDA:  Did you just say it’s beautiful? That painting? Did you say it’s beautiful? 

RORY nods. 

NERIDA: That was a joke, right? 
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RORY shakes his head. 

NERIDA: You’re being funny. You do that. Rather than admit the truth, you go for 

funny. I know, I’ve seen it. That time when the cat was hit by a car and you 

made a wise-crack about a new rug for the TV room? So typical. When it’s a 

choice between reality or the joke, you’ll go for the joke, bam! Every time.  

RORY: I wasn’t joking. In my eyes, that painting is beautiful.  

NERIDA: Beautiful? That – thing? 

RORY: Nerida, I know how worried you are. And you’re right, you’re always right – I 

probably should destroy it. Build a fire, douse it with petrol, burn the lot. 

NERIDA:  Do it Rory! Do it! 

RORY: No, I can’t. 

NERIDA: You have to! 

RORY:  I can’t. In my eyes, it’s truly beautiful.  

NERIDA: For God’s sake Rory, who else will see it that way? No-one, not in this town, 

not in this country, not in this world. We’ll be condemned – please! 

RORY:  No. I look at that painting, and it reminds me so much – so much – of you. 

Beat. 

NERIDA:  Me? 

RORY: Yes. You.  

NERIDA: But she’s not wearing anything! And those awful angles – 

RORY: Like I said, it’s beautiful – 

NERIDA: The fluids! 

RORY: There are no fluids! 

NERIDA: Rory, that is not me. That is pornography! It’s flesh, ugly flesh, swollen, 

gargantuan – 

RORY: It’s better than that! It’s truth! It’s honesty! It’s – Eros! 

NERIDA: Eros? Eros, he says! Are you insane?  

RORY:  Nerida, this painting is Woman. Listen to that glorious word. It’s Woman! 

NERIDA: No – 

RORY: It’s Woman, it’s Art, it’s Naked, it’s Beautiful – 

NERIDA:  Rory, please! 

RORY: So I’m keeping it.  

NERIDA:  You can’t! You must destroy it! You must. We cannot contain this – virus. 

People will talk – 
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RORY: Yes they will. Let them. Let them make whatever judgments they like.  

Beat. 

NERIDA: Rory, if you don’t destroy that painting, you destroy us instead. 

She exits.  

 


